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Across

5. farmer who owns a small farm

6. a person who dies for a great cause

10. the job of a religious leader

17. person opposed to immigration

20. laws in a Southern state that 

controlled enslaved people

22. a work stoppage by employees as a 

protest against an employer

23. an unfair opinion not based on facts

24. an African American religious folk 

song

26. the teaching of males and females 

together

27. plantation manager

28. a device that used electric signals to 

send messages

29. to give an official authority to do 

something

30. the ability to read and write

32. a place to store weapons and 

military equipment

33. a system of dots and dashes that 

represent the alphabet

34. person who sought the end of slavery 

in the United States in the early 1800s

Down

1. group of workers with the same 

trade, or skill

2. state-supported school for training 

high school graduates to become teachers

3. to find reasons to support

4. ship with sleek hulls and tall sails 

that clipped time with long journeys

7. the right to vote

8. the trade of enslaved people among 

states of the United States

9. a new development or invention

11. refusing to obey laws considered 

unjust

12. unfair treatment

13. theory that individuals states are 

independent and have the right to control 

their most important affairs

14. a measure of how much a worker can 

produce with a given amount of time and 

effort

15. person who is running away from 

legal authority

16. drinking little or no alcohol

18. a system of cooperation to aid and 

house enslaved people who had escaped

19. withdrawal

21. religious meeting

25. community based on a vision of the 

perfect society

31. an extreme shortage of food


